Distribution of vegetation in wind-dominated landscapes: Implications for wind erosion modeling and landscape processes
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Abstract. Dust emission and wind erosion from arid and semiarid environments provide a major source of global atmospheric aerosols. Well-known relations between wind stress and saltation sand flux for sand sheets and relations between sand flux and dust emission by sandblasting have enabled construction of dust models that have only been partly successful in predicting atmospheric mineral dust concentrations. Most models of wind erosion assume that vegetation is evenly distributed. Through the use of field, Fourier transform, and semivariogram analysis, we show that mesquite dunelands in the Chihuahuan Desert of southern New Mexico, United States, have anisotropic shrub distributions. Elongated areas of bare soil, "streets," which are aligned with the prevailing winds may partially explain discrepancies between observed and predicted atmospheric dust concentrations. Soils in the streets are not protected from winds blowing down the streets and may therefore produce more dust than if vegetation were more evenly distributed. Currently, few desert landscape evolution models take the role of wind explicitly into account. The existence of streets implies that wind plays a major role in the evolution of vegetated arid and semiarid landscapes with wind-erodible soils. Here wind acts in tandem with water to enforce islands of fertility centered around individual shrubs and may provide an explanation for reduced soil fertility observed in shrublands. Furthermore, in order for mathematical models of dust flux to be successful in these landscapes, new landscape models are required which incorporate the existence and orientation of streets.

1. Introduction

Dust emission and wind erosion from arid and semiarid environments provide a major source of global atmospheric aerosols. Aerosols from deserts and other sources have been suggested as a mechanism for increasing planetary albedo, thus counteracting global warming [Andreae, 1996]. Understanding the environmental factors that enhance wind erosion in deserts, therefore, is important in modeling global climate change in the coming century.

At the same time, wind plays an important role in the evolution of arid and semiarid landscapes. While this is most obvious in sand seas and sand dunes common in deserts, wind erosion is also a major component of landscape degradation [Wilkshire, 1980; Luk, 1983; Čevik and Berkman, 1985; El-Baz et al., 1985; Kishk, 1985; Zhao, 1985; Dorkoh, 1987; Khalaf, 1989; Leys and McTainsh, 1996; Ayoub, 1998; Bach, 1998; Barth, 1999]. Wind erosion tends to enforce the concentration of soil resources in islands of fertility [Schlesinger et al., 1990]. It is thus important to understand the detailed mechanisms by which wind interacts with the land surface.

By combining relations between wind stress and saltation sand flux with relations between sand flux and dust emission by sandblasting, wind erosion models have been constructed which have been partly successful in predicting atmospheric mineral dust concentrations [Gillette and Passi, 1988; Marticorena et al., 1997; Shao and Leslie, 1997]. However, the effects of vegetation are not directly included in these models. The effects of vegetation have been successfully modeled by approximating the form and spatial distribution of shrubs as regularly distributed solid hemispherical roughness elements on the soil [Musick and Gillette, 1990; Stockton and Gillette, 1990]. The effect of randomly placed small vegetation patches has been modeled by considering vegetation primarily to cause a change in aerodynamic roughness length [Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995]. However, for some vegetation, random placement is not observed, and these models do not apply. For example, Phinn et al. [1996] have demonstrated systematic spatial patterns in Chihuahuan Desert mesquite dunelands. For improved models of dust emission, we must understand the role of vegetation in mediating the interaction between the wind and the soil.

Recent research shows that desert areas dominated by mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) plants, which have the same total vegetation biomass as other desert shrublands produce more dust by ratios ranging from 4:1 to 8:1 [Gillette and Monger, 2000]. Ground-based observations and investigations of aerial photographs led one of us (DAG) to suggest that mesquite-dominated areas possess significantly elongated areas of bare soil (Figure 1). Further observations pointed to a possibility that these elongated areas of bare soil were preferentially
oriented. Here we define a "street" in an anisotropic landscape with patchy vegetation as a patch of bare soil, the width of which is much less than the length. Many streets may exist in a landscape, and streets can exhibit one or more preferred orientations. If such streets exist and are preferentially oriented in the direction of the strongest winds and most persistent wind direction, they may explain the high mass flux rates observed at mesquite sites compared to sites dominated by other kinds of vegetation. Isotropic landscapes without streets would be expected to have lower relative dust flux rates because average intershrub distances would be smaller, implying that average fetch is less in these landscapes.

The existence of streets in mesquite shrublands is a potentially important diagnostic feature for elevated dust production. The purpose of this study is threefold: (1) using both field mapping and high spatial resolution aerial photographs, we confirm the existence of streets in mesquite dunelands; (2) we develop two image-processing techniques that are able to identify the presence and orientation of streets and can be used generally to identify landscapes with streets; and (3) we address the implications of streets for the evolution of arid and semiarid environments.

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Experimental Sites

This study was conducted at the Jornada Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) site 40 km northeast of Las Cruces, New Mexico, in the Chihuahuan Desert ecosystem (Figure 2). It is located on the Jornada del Muerto plain, which is bounded by the San Andres Mountains on the east and by the Rio Grande valley and the Fra Cristobal-Caballo Mountain complex on the west. Elevation varies from 1180 to 1360 m. The Jornada plain consists of unconsolidated Pleistocene detritus. This alluvial fill from the nearby mountains is 100 m thick in places, and the aggradation process is still active. Coarser materials are found near foothills along the eastern part of the study area. The topography of the Jornada basin consists of gently rolling to nearly level uplands, interspersed with swales and old lake beds [Buffington and Herbel, 1965].

The climate of the area is characterized by cold winters and hot summers and displays a bimodal precipitation distribution. Winter precipitation usually occurs as low-intensity rains or occasionally as snow and contributes to the greening of shrub species in the basin in the early spring. Summer monsoonal precipitation, usually in the form of patchy but intense afternoon thunderstorms, is responsible for the late-summer greening of grasses. The average annual precipitation between 1915 and 1962 in the basin was 23.1 cm, with 52% falling between July 1 and September 30 [Paulsen and Ares, 1962]. The average maximum temperature is highest in June, when it averages 36°C, and lowest in January, when it averages 13°C [Buffington and Herbel, 1965].

The principal grass species in the study area are burrograss (Scleropogon brevifolius), several species of Aristida, and tobosa grass (Hilaria mutica), while major shrubs are creosote (Larrea tridentata), mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa), and tarbush (Florensia cernua). Soils in the basin are quite complex but generally range from clay loams to loamy fine sands, with some areas being sandy or gravelly [Bulloch and Neher, 1977].

The Jornada LTER site has 15 permanent vegetation monitoring sites, which represent the five dominant vegetation types in the basin: mesquite, creosote, tarbush, playa grasses, and nonplaya grasses. The three net primary production (NPP)
monitoring sites dominated by mesquite plants (M-Nort, M-Rabb, and M-Well) were used for this study (Figure 2). Also present at these sites is burrograss and yucca. Soils at these sites belong to the very similar Onite-Pajarito and Onite-Pintura associations, which are principally composed of sandy loam overlain by loamy sand [Bulloch and Neher, 1977]. All three sites are located on flat plains and are characterized by mesquite coppice dunes. Coppice dune formation is most pronounced at the M-Nort and M-Rabb sites with dunes often greater than 1 m in height. At M-Well site, coppice dunes are less developed and rarely exceed heights of 1 m.

2.2. Mapping and Description of Street Length Versus Wind Direction

Detailed vegetation maps were constructed at M-Nort, M-Rabb, and M-Well during the summer of 1999. Each of these sites possesses different vegetation coverage densities. Field mapping used a square grid with points every 0.5 m. The grids used at M-Nort and M-Well were 50 m by 50 m and that used at M-Rabb was 50 m by 45 m. Mapping areas were chosen to be adjacent to permanent LTER NPP monitoring sites. A cover map was produced which identified three plant categories found at each point of the grid: mesquite, perennials, and yucca. These three categories (predominantly mesquite) covered all the plant types at the two sites. A fourth category was bare soil. The field maps were digitized and condensed into two categories: plant and bare soil.

The digitized maps were used to generate probability distributions for the length of bare soil area versus wind direction. For every grid point on the map, the length of bare soil grid spaces was measured at 12° intervals. This street length versus direction for each point on the grid allowed us to calculate a probability distribution of street length versus direction.

Probability distributions of street length versus direction for the three sites were used to compute expected street length (integral of street length times probability of street length for all street lengths) versus wind direction for the three mesquite sites. The expected street length versus direction for the three sites was used to create plots for each site wherein the expected street length was extended from a central hub along its direction. By using 32 different directions at 12° intervals, a two-dimensional bare soil “rose” was drawn similar to a wind rose diagram (e.g., Figure 5).

2.3. Image Acquisition and Processing

2.3.1. Digital orthophoto quads. Digital orthophoto quads (DOQs) were obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey and were chosen to include the three mesquite NPP sites. DOQs have a ground resolution of 1.0 m and were produced by digitizing USGS color orthophoto quads. The aerial photographs, which are the source data for these images, were acquired in October 1996. The 200 by 200 m subimages containing the mesquite NPP-monitoring sites were extracted from original images, and the red spectral band was used for all subsequent processing (Figure 3).

Digital number (DN) values in these images range from zero to 255 and enable discrimination between green vegetation (low DN values at red wavelengths) and bare soil (high DN values at red wavelengths). Since mesquite shrubs are generally larger than 1 m in diameter and are spaced more than 1 m apart, the resolution of the DOQs is smaller than the scale of spatial variability on the ground. This allowed us to see individual shrubs in the images and to apply two spatial analysis techniques to explore the distribution of individual mesquite shrubs at each of our test sites.

2.3.2. Fourier transform analysis. Two-dimensional Fourier transforms (FT) were performed on each of the mesquite-site subimages (Figure 3) using the fast-FT procedure in the Interactive Data Language (IDL, version 5.3 for Unix). A log-power image was produced by calculating for each cell in the two-dimensional FT images:

$$ \log \text{- power} = \log_{10} \sqrt{(\text{real})^2 + (\text{imaginary})^2}, $$

where real is the real portion of the FT spectrum for each cell and imaginary is the imaginary portion of the FT spectrum for each cell.

The resulting log-power images were characterized by a ring of high-power peaks, surrounding a strong, central zero-frequency peak. The zero-frequency offset peak in the power images were masked out for all subsequent processing steps leaving only the ring of high-power peaks. The resulting image
was then smoothed by a 7 by 7 pixel moving average kernel filter. This step enhanced discrimination of the ring of high-power peaks and allowed identification of areas within it with relatively high power (Figure 4).

To highlight the angles at which the greatest degree of periodicity exists, the most powerful point in the high-power ring was found for compass angles ranging from 0° to 180° at 2° intervals. For each angle, the maximum power was recorded. The maximum power for all angles was then rescaled to the range of the expectation length from field mapping and was plotted versus compass angle. This approach does not allow for quantitative analysis of intershrub distances but does allow identification of compass directions most likely to be aligned with streets.

2.3.3. Geostatistical analysis. Unidirectional semivariograms were calculated for each image (Figure 3) for compass angles between 90° and 270° with 2° intervals at lag distances from 0 to 50 m using the equation

\[ \gamma(h) = \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i,j} (V_{(i,j)+h} - V_{(i,j)})^2, \]

where \( h \) is a vector with length equal to lag distance and compass direction between 90° and 270°, \( \gamma(h) \) is the semivariance at \( h \), \( i \) is the east-west spatial coordinate, \( j \) is the north-south spatial coordinate, \( n \) is the total number of pixels considered, \( V_{(i,j)+h} \) is the value of pixel at \( (i,j) + h \), and \( V_{(i,j)} \) is the value of the pixel at \( (i,j) \). Every point less than \( h \) from the edge of an image was used to calculate the semivariograms.

To determine the isotropic range of spatial autocorrelation for the entire images, omnidirectional semivariograms were calculated by averaging unidirectional semivariograms over 180°. Since average shrub-shrub distance must be equal to the average distance between soil patches, no attempt was made to separate these two signals using semivariogram analysis. This is a general limitation of semivariance analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Field Mapping Results

The field mapping at each site yielded two principal types of information: vegetation cover and estimates of expected street lengths as a function of compass angle. Vegetation cover at the three sites was 25.4, 21.4, and 15.7% for M-Nort, M-Rabb, and M-Well, respectively. These values for vegetative cover are low but are reasonable for the mesquite coppice dunelands represented by each of these sites. The large amount of bare soil at all sites with vegetative cover concentrated in widely separated plants (Figure 3) suggests a high degree of soil nutrient heterogeneity. Inspection of the orthophotos from each site, however, suggests that the average plant diameter at the M-Well site is significantly less than at the M-Nort and M-Rabb sites. Abiotic transport processes are likely to be more important in the distribution of soil resources than biotic transport processes for sites with larger, widely spaced plants [Schlesinger et al., 1990]. The observed larger mesquite plants and intershrub spacing at the M-Nort and M-Rabb sites relative to the M-Well.
site suggests that the concentration of soil resources in islands of fertility would be better developed at M-Nort and M-Rabb. Therefore we also expect that a preferred direction of streets would be better developed at these sites compared to M-Well.

Graphs of expected street length versus wind direction support this supposition, with M-Nort and M-Rabb displaying several dominant directions of elongation of bare soil areas between shrubs. M-Well, on the other hand, shows shorter average street lengths with a poorly developed radial pattern (Figure 5). One index of the degree of development of streets at each site is “elongation,” the ratio of the maximum expected street length to the minimum expected street length (Table 1). Several points are clear. First, streets at M-Nort are better developed than at any other site. Second, streets at M-Rabb are less well developed than those at M-Nort, and there are two directions of elongation observed at this site. Third, streets at M-Well are the least well developed and show weak east-west orientation.

Helm and Breed [1999] have reported that the majority of erosive winds blow principally toward the east-northeast or west-southwest at a site within 10 km of and on the same kind of topography as M-Nort, M-Rabb, and M-Well (Figure 6). Erosive winds are defined as winds with speeds greater than the wind erosion threshold. Field-mapping results (Figure 5) from M-Nort indicate that streets are oriented with the dominant wind direction. At M-Rabb, one of the street directions is aligned with dominant direction of erosive winds, although this street orientation is less well developed than at M-Nort. At M-Rabb there is also a street direction aligned nearly perpendicular to the street direction at M-Nort.

3.2. Fourier Transform Analysis

FT analysis, wherein peak power is plotted as a function of each compass angle, showed the same directions of elongation as were identified by the field-mapping results (Figure 7, Table 1). Unfortunately, this approach cannot yield quantitative information about the degree of elongation in these directions.

The success for our FT analysis in identifying preferred directions of elongation implies that the directions along which streets are preferentially oriented have a stronger periodicity than other directions. Nonrandom processes must be acting in these directions to enforce the observed periodicity. Wind is the most obvious process that may explain this phenomenon. We hypothesize that streets have a characteristic length and are superimposed on a landscape with more or less random shrub placement.

3.3. Geostatistical Analysis

Unidirectional semivariograms calculated using (2) do not exhibit typical behavior with a well-defined range and a flat sill. Rather, the regular dispersion of the mesquite shrubs gives the sills a weak sinusoidal pattern after a very sharp rise to a local maximum (Figure 8) (see similar analyses in the works of Phinn et al. [1996] and Schlesinger et al. [1996]). There is currently no theory for the estimation of the statistical significance of sinusoidal sills. The sinusoidal sill is not present in omnidirectional semivariograms, indicating that the periodicity of shrub placement averages out over all directions and beyond some distance shrubs are randomly distributed. However, as unidirectional semivariograms, omnidirectional semivariograms do exhibit a sharp rise to a global maximum (Figure 9). The maxima in both omnidirectional and unidirectional semivariograms is due to the fact that soil and vegetation form discrete patches in the landscape. Since soil and shrubs display quite different DNs in the images, for distances equal to the average distance between the center of a shrub and the center of the soil patches around it, semivariance will be relatively high. As a result, the location of the maxima in both omni-
Table 1. Degree of Development of Streets and Direction of Street Elongation Using Various Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M-Nort</th>
<th>M-Rabb</th>
<th>M-Rabb</th>
<th>M-Well</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Field Mapping</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average width of soil patch, m</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of elongation</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>295°</td>
<td>25°</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                  |        |        |        |        |
| **Semivariogram Analysis** |        |        |        |        |
| Average shrub-shrub distance, m | 15.5   | 13.2   | 13.2   | 10     |
| Direction of elongation | 78°    | 294°-44° | 294°-44° | n/a   |
| Elongation        | 1.42   | 1.17   | 1.17   | 1.00   |

|                  |        |        |        |        |
| **FT Analysis**   |        |        |        |        |
| Direction of elongation | 40°    | 310°   | 27°    | 99°    |

Elongation is the ratio of maximum length to minimum length for field mapping and semivariogram techniques.

4. Discussion

4.1. Length and Spacing of Streets

Field mapping as well as FT and geostatistical analysis of DOQs from two of our three mesquite duneland sites suggest the existence of streets. At the third site, M-Well, islands of fertility are poorly developed and there does not appear to be any preferred direction of elongation. Relative to field mapping, the elongations from FT and semivariogram analysis give a poor indication of the characteristics of streets.

There are at least two different distributions of mesquite which might explain elongation of intershrub spaces at preferred directions. In the first distribution (Case 1), every soil patch is slightly elongated and has approximately the same size (Figure 11). Alternatively, consider a landscape in which soil patches are typically not elongate, and all have the same size. In this second type of mesquite distribution, several consecutive shrubs in one direction are "missing," forming a street, with the effect that the average soil patch is elongate (Case 2). The small shrub diameter at M-Well is consistent with its low relative cover but closer plant spacing. This result is consistent with visual inspection of the DOQ subimages at each site (Figure 3) and supports the idea that islands of fertility are better developed at M-Nort and M-Rabb than at M-Well.

Analysis of the preferred direction of elongation of shrub-shrub distances and elongation in that direction (Table 1) shows that results from the semivariogram analysis are consistent with both the field mapping results and the FT analysis results. Semivariogram analysis was not able to identify two discreet street orientations at M-Rabb, identifying instead a broad region of elongation between the two directions identified by the field-mapping results. In addition, semivariogram analysis was not able to identify a preferred direction of elongation at M-Well. Nonetheless, semivariogram analysis of DOQ images at each of the sites confirmed our assessment of the degree of development of streets at each of the sites. Street development is most prominent at M-Nort, which has the highest elongation ratio, it is intermediate at M-Rabb, and streets are poorly developed at M-Well, which has the lowest elongation ratio (~1).

The small shrub diameter at M-Well is consistent with its low relative cover but closer plant spacing. This result is consistent with visual inspection of the DOQ subimages at each site (Figure 3) and supports the idea that islands of fertility are better developed at M-Nort and M-Rabb than at M-Well.

Analysis of the preferred direction of elongation of shrub-shrub distances and elongation in that direction (Table 1) shows that results from the semivariogram analysis are consistent with both the field mapping results and the FT analysis results. Semivariogram analysis was not able to identify two discreet street orientations at M-Rabb, identifying instead a broad region of elongation between the two directions identified by the field-mapping results. In addition, semivariogram analysis was not able to identify a preferred direction of elongation at M-Well. Nonetheless, semivariogram analysis of DOQ images at each of the sites confirmed our assessment of the degree of development of streets at each of the sites. Street development is most prominent at M-Nort, which has the highest elongation ratio, it is intermediate at M-Rabb, and streets are poorly developed at M-Well, which has the lowest elongation ratio (~1).
street-ward direction, and $n$ is an integer that expresses the length of the streets measured in units of $a$. A measure of street density with units of streets per plant is defined as $C = ac$, which must be between 0 and 1. Equation (3) is subject to the constraint that $C < (n - 1)^{-1}$ to avoid having a negative number of plants.

Equation (3) allows correlation of the elongation in a particular direction with the expected concentration of streets along that direction. For example, if streets are 3 times as long as the average intershrub spacing of 10 m ($n = 3, a = 10$ m), then for an average elongation of 1.5, the concentration of streets must be 0.0167 m$^{-1}$. In other words, streets are separated from each other in the street-ward direction by 60 m in this case.

Previous field and laboratory experiments allow evaluation of the two possible cases for distributions of mesquite at Jornada (Cases 1 and 2). Wind tunnel experiments by Minvielle et al. [1999] simulated mesquite bushes arranged so that streets were present. Measured turbulent intensities show the existence of a wake for distances approaching an order of magni-

---

**Figure 7.** Maximum power versus compass direction from Fourier transform analysis of images of M-Nort, M-Rabb, and M-Well, rescaled to the range of expected street length for each site. Dashed line is expected street length versus compass direction from field mapping.

**Figure 8.** A sample unidirectional semivariogram from the M-Rabb site at 10° compass angle. Note the global maximum near a lag distance of 8 m and the sinusoidal "sill."

**Figure 9.** Omnidirectional semivariogram calculated from images of M-Nort, M-Rabb, and W-Well. Note that the sill is flat compared to unidirectional semivariograms (Figure 8). The location of the maximum for each semivariogram is equal to one-half the average intershrub spacing at each site.
Figure 11. Two possibilities to explain the observed elongation of intershrub distances from field, FT, and geostatistical analyses. Case 1: shrubs are uniformly distributed with average intershrub distance greater in horizontal direction. Case 2: streets exist as a few long areas of bare soil interspersed in areas where mesquite have intershrub distances near the average. Thus downwind of the simulated mesquite bushes, there is a zone of protection that lowers winds for distances of up to an order of magnitude greater than the height of the bush. In the streets, there is no zone of protection.

Gillette and Monger [2000] have shown that desert areas dominated by mesquite having the same biomass as other shrubland areas produce more dust by ratios ranging from 4:1 to 8:1. Minvielle et al.'s [1999] laboratory simulations show that this observed increase in dust production could not result from Case 1, where street-ward shrub spacing has to be at least 10 times the average shrub height. For reasonable elongations (1.5) and mesquite dune heights (2 m), average shrub spacing would have to be ~20 m. This average distance between shrubs is greater than that from field and geostatistical analysis of mesquite sites at Jornada. Furthermore, in a field experiment, Gillette and Chen [2000] have reported that sand fluxes show a monotonic increase as the upwind distance from the shelter of vegetation increases. This supports Case 2, where dust production is enhanced by a few large-fetch areas. Finally, field results indicate that very long streets (>32 m) are much more probable in street-ward directions compared to cross-street directions (Figure 12). We conclude that streets exist in mesquite dunelands as a few long (relative to average shrub spacing) areas of bare soil interspersed in areas where mesquite have more average distances between shrubs.

4.2. Implications for Land-Atmosphere Interactions and Wind Erosion Modeling

Dust emission from the world's deserts is a major source of global atmospheric aerosols which have been implicated in increasing planetary albedo, thus serving as a potential check on anthropogenic global warming [Andreae, 1996]. The existence of streets and the associated elevated dust fluxes indicate that dust fluxes from shrublands around the globe may be much higher than previously thought. In addition, the development of streets in landscapes that underwent recent grassland-shrubland conversion suggests that during the transition, the landscape self-organizes to maximize wind erosion. Therefore land use and land cover change need to be incorporated into large-scale atmospheric models in order to make accurate estimates of dust flux and aerosol concentrations.

Semivariogram and FT analysis of 1-m DOQs may be used to identify areas where streets exist and to determine the principal street orientations. Thus they may also provide important information for detailed wind erosion modeling in arid and...
4.3. Implications for Landscape Processes

Desertification has been defined as the loss or spatial redistribution of net primary productivity in arid and semiarid lands [Schlesinger et al., 1990]. The islands of fertility, centered around large perennial shrubs, which result from desertification processes are enforced by abiotic transport in degraded lands. Recent work by Schlesinger et al. [1999] has shown that increased water erosion can lead to increased losses of plant-available N and enforcement of islands of fertility in degraded semiarid landscapes. Klausmeir [1999] has shown that water erosion can produce inhomogenous vegetation distributions, and therefore islands of fertility, even in very low relief landscapes. Our work on streets in mesquite dunelands indicates that wind also plays a role in the enforcement of islands of fertility. Wind therefore may be an important factor in landscape evolution as homogenous distributions of soil resources in grasslands are supplanted by heterogeneous distributions in shrublands.

In particular, the alignment of streets at both the M-Nort and the M-Rabb sites with the prevailing direction of erosive winds indicates that wind itself played a vital role in the evolution of this landscape as it made the transition from grassland to shrubland in the last 150 years [Buffington and Herbel, 1965]. We hypothesize that as the landscape became increasingly infested with woody shrubs, areas between shrubs became the sites of wind erosion. As the most erosive winds typically blow from one principal direction at Jornada (Figure 6), areas of bare soil that were aligned with the prevailing wind (proto-streets) saw a number of effects that more protected areas did not. These effects include (1) increased salination of sand grains and sandblasting of plants in the proto-streets leading to increased mortality of plants in these areas, particularly seedlings and grasses with little effect on the wind profile, (2) increased winnowing of fine particles in the proto-streets leading to decreased water-holding capacity and nutrient availability in these areas [Okin et al., 2001c], and (3) depletion of the seed bank in proto-streets as light, wind-movable seeds were progressively blown out of these areas. The combined effect of the increased wind activity in the proto-streets suppressed vegetation in these areas, leading to the establishment of mature streets which remain areas of increased wind erosion and dust production. The effect of wind in the development of landscape structure would be greatest in areas with fine-grained soils susceptible to wind erosion. Grassland to shrubland transitions in landscapes with wind-stable soils are not so likely to develop streets, because winnowing of fines and sandblasting would be smaller [Okin et al., 2001c].

Mature streets, even if they are not aligned with the prevailing wind direction such as one of the street directions at M-Rabb, are self-enforcing phenomena. When the wind does blow in the direction of a street, it is the site of increased wind erosion, even if it is not oriented with the prevailing wind. A few storms a year with winds aligned with a street, combined with other elements of intershrub competition for soil resources, may be all that is needed to prevent new plants from growing in established streets. Thus once a fabric of streets is established, it is likely to be a permanent feature in the landscape.
Even in landscapes with wind-erodible soils, street development may not be ensured. At the M-Well site, little street development is seen though this site underwent grassland to shrubland conversion at approximately the same time as the other sites [Buffleton and Herbel, 1965]. This may be due to the fact that this site is underlain by a thick, impermeable caliche layer which may have been exposed by wind erosion near the time of mesquite establishment. The resulting shallow rooting zone therefore is less amenable to deep-rooted mesquite and inhibits their growth. Mesquites at this site therefore may have smaller overall horizontal root structures allowing them to be closer together. This may explain the larger number of smaller mesquite at this site and also the lack of well-developed streets. In order for streets to develop, bare areas at least 10 times the average shrub height are required [Minvielle et al., 1999]. At M-Well, however, mesquite are closely spaced and thus streets are not well developed.

Schlesinger et al. [1990] suggested that the development of shrub-centered islands of fertility associated with the degradation of semiarid grasslands was accompanied by a net loss of nutrients as the transition from grassland to shrubland occurred. This has been verified by Schlesinger et al. [1996] in a subsequent paper with detailed soil analyses in a variety of arid shrubland and semiarid grassland environments. In ongoing work on the role of surface runoff, Schlesinger et al. [2000] have concluded that loss of soil nutrients by hillslope runoff cannot, by itself, account for the depletion of soil fertility associated with desertification in the Chihuahuan Desert.

Alternatively, wind erosion may prove to be a mechanism to explain widespread nutrient loss in degraded arid and semiarid environments. We hypothesize that the elevated dust emission observed in mesquite shrublands may contribute to the observed and postulated loss of nutrients from these landscapes [Schlesinger et al., 1990, 1996]. N and P are concentrated on wind-erodible particles which are removed permanently by wind erosion [Leys and McTainsh, 1994; Larney et al., 1998]. Soil N and P concentrations at a nearby site in the Jornada basin have been measured by Okin et al. [2001a]. Their results indicate an 80% net loss of available N and a 70% net loss of plant-available P from a site free of vegetation during 8 years, suggesting that wind erosion impacts soil fertility in actively deflating areas. Further work should be pursued to address the role of wind in removing nutrients from degraded landscapes as well as the role of wind in enforcing islands of fertility in shrublands.

5. Conclusions

The existence of streets in areas of mesquite shrubs is a potentially important factor enhancing dust production. The purpose of this study was to (1) confirm the existence of streets in mesquite dunelands, (2) develop image-processing techniques that are able to identify the presence and orientation of streets and can be used generally to identify landscapes with streets, and (3) address the implications of the existence of streets for the evolution of arid and semiarid environments.

Through the use of field mapping as well as FT and semi-variogram analysis we show that mesquite dunelands in the Chihuahuan Desert of southern New Mexico, United States, have inhomogenous shrub distributions. Streets exist in these landscapes but may be better developed in some areas compared to others. Soils in the streets are not protected from winds blowing down the streets and may therefore produce more dust than if vegetation were more evenly distributed. This may partially explain discrepancies between observed and predicted atmospheric dust concentrations. New models to incorporate the existence of streets are required if models of dust flux are to be realistic for these landscapes. Without such models, reliable estimates of the effect of land use and land cover change in the world’s drylands on atmospheric aerosol concentrations will be extremely difficult. Furthermore, the existence of streets implies that wind plays a major role in the evolution of vegetated arid and semiarid landscapes with wind-erodible soils. It enforces islands of fertility centered around individual shrubs, prohibits vegetation growth between shrubs, and may provide an explanation for reduced soil fertility observed in shrublands. Further work is required to clarify the role of wind erosion in the degradation of semiarid landscapes undergoing grassland to shrubland conversion as well as the effect of this conversion on atmospheric aerosol concentrations.
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